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mySewnet™ LIBRARY*

The first machine to feature embroidery design streaming with access 
to a full, continuously growing library of  high-quality embroidery 
designs directly on your screen.** 

mySewnet™ CLOUD
Set up your free mySewnet™ cloud account to use free apps, transfer 
designs, and more.
 
WIFI ACCESS
Connect to mySewnet™ apps, update your machine, wirelessly transfer 
designs between devices, and more. The automatic wifi machine 
updates are an industry-leading feature.**

 
mySewnet™ BLOG^

Get exclusive content tailor made for the DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 
sewing and embroidery machine directly on your machine screen. 
Enjoy a live feed of  news from the HUSQVARNA® VIKING® brand, 
free projects, free designs, and more

PROJECT CREATOR WEB SERVICE
Create and share your favorite sewing and embroidery projects with 
friends and fellow sewing enthusiasts. Follow instructions from the 
comfort of  your sewing machine screen and load any embroideries 
and stitches that were used to make the project. Projects can also be 
viewed on your computer or in the JoyOS ADVISOR™ app making 
shopping for supplies a breeze!

APPS INCLUDE 
mySewMonitor™ app for machine notifications and Design Placement 
capabilities, QuickDesign™ app to create embroidery designs from 
your smartphone or tablet, and JoyOS ADVISOR™ app to take your 
machine with you.

THE SMARTEST SEWING
Unleash a universe of  sewing and embroidery possibilities using the mySewnet™ ecosystem which includes free 
cloud-based storage and design transfer, apps, Project Creator service, and fresh ideas available in a live feed 
directly on screen from the mySewnet™ Blog.^ The best and only ecosystem in the sewing machine industry with 
true wifi connectivity which allows machine updates and design transfers from anywhere for free. **

Browse and search for just the right embroidery design from the comfort of  your DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 sewing 
and embroidery machine screen via the industry-first mySewnet™ Library.** Start your subscription and enjoy 
thousands of  verified, high-quality designs to customize and embroider.

*Requires a monthly subscription for streaming of  designs. 
^Only in countries that support the mySewnet™ Blog.

WELCOME TO OUR WORLD OF SEWING!
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SKILLFUL COMPANION
The DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 sewing and embroidery machine may 
well be your smartest and most skillful companion with help from 
the industry-leading JoyOS ADVISOR™ feature which boasts 
more on-screen tutorials than any other machine on the market.**

INTERACTIVE STEP-BY-STEP TUTORIALS 
Learn how to sew different techniques like zippers, collars, hems, 
etc. A full collection of  sewing, embroidery, and quilting tutorials 
are built-in to your machine.
 
SEWING INSTRUCTIONS
Sewing and embroidery projects with all the instructions, stitches, 
and embroidery designs needed built-in.
 
STEP-BY-STEP WORKBOOK
Learn the amazing features of  the machine like Design 
Positioning, Design Shaping and more.

EASY ACCESS USER’S GUIDE
Get access to the full User’s Guide directly on the machine with 
the easy access icon. Use the search function to effortlessly find 
the topics you want to learn more about.

STABILIZER GUIDE 
The perfect tool when choosing the right stabilizer for your 
project. 
 
QUICK START GUIDE
Learn how to set up your machine for basic sewing and 
embroidery to get stitching sooner.

ACCESSORY GUIDE  
Full set-up and instructions for some of  our more advanced 
accessories.



3” (77mm)
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  LET NOTHING STOP YOU
Superior sewing performance with 
electronic needle piercing power and the 
most frontmost fabric feeding segmaents 
in the industry. Great for heavy fabrics 
or multiple layers.**

TO BALANCE IMAGINATION WITH RESULTS…

  PERFECT EVEN FEEDING  
EXCLUSIVE SENSOR SYSTEM™ automatically and 
continuously senses and adjusts for any fabric thickness. 
Simply engage the Integrated Dual Feed technology, 
and it will feed fabric layers and quilt batting evenly 
from the top and bottom.

   HASSLE–FREE THREADING
With one touch of  a button, your needle 
is threaded and ready to sew with the fully 
automatic needle threader.

 THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT 
Developed by optronic experts using 
revolutionary LED technology and 
light guide optics, the work area 
lighting on the DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 
allows you to see stitches in true color 
with virtually no shadows. This best-
in-class lighting is a true eye-saver.**

    MORE SPACE
Enjoy more than 12” (310mm) to the right 
of  the needle and the market’s tallest working 
area at over 5.5” (140mm) gives plenty of  
room for large, bulky projects. Your hands 
will rejoice with the generous height under the 
sewing head, 3” (77mm), allowing you more 
space and visibility around the needle.**

Over 5.5” (140mm)

Over 12” (310mm)
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    TIME SAVING AT ITS FINEST
Sew and embroider for longer periods without 
interruption with the larger bobbin size. Plus, 
use the separate bobbin winding motor to wind 
a bobbin while working on other things, saving 
you even more time.**

  DYNAMIC EMBROIDERIES
Embroider large projects with the 
included Imperial 360x260mm hoop 
or let your creativity grow even larger 
and embroider with the market’s largest 
embroidery area using the optional 360 x 
350mm DESIGNER™ Majestic Hoop.**

   ERGONOMIC DESIGN
You were the design inspiration for this 
comfortable, intuitive machine. From the 
rubberized handwheel and carrying handle to 
the location of  each button, all details were 
thoughtfully fashioned with your sewing in mind.

  CUSTOMIZE ANY IDEA WITH EASE
The generous 10.1” capacitive touch tablet-like  
screen enables you to easily navigate on-screen  
using touch gestures like swipe, pinch, and  
spread - just like on your smartphone or tablet.**

    SUPERIOR DETAILS
The built-in telescopic thread guide allow you 
to use larger thread spools without the bulk of  
additional accessories.**

Over 5.5” (140mm)
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LET THE MACHINE GUIDE YOUR WAY
The Adjustable Laser Sewing Guidance feature will quickly become your 
favorite sewing technology on the DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 sewing and 
embroidery machine! With the touch of  a button, the Adjustable Laser 
Sewing Guidance is projected onto your fabric to help you align lines of  
decorative stitches, consistently space lines of  quilting, and more – along 
straight or curved edges.

The Adjustable Laser Sewing Guidance feature helps lead the way in your 
next project while using the exclusive Laser Pictogram Stitches. The 27 Laser 
Pictogram Stitches can be used to create a vast variety of  combinations and 
unique medallion designs.

TAKE YOUR SEWING ONE STEP FURTHER
Control multiple functions of  your machine like thread cut or reverse without 
taking your hands off  your project with the optional Multi-Function Foot 
Control capability on the DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 machine. This innovative 
attachment connects to the machine via an extra long 8’2” (2.5m) USB cord 
suitable for various sewing positions. Program the three switches to perform 
one of  five functions to your personal preference on the DESIGNER 
EPIC™ 2 screen.

The Integrated Dual Feed technology will take your sewing forward 
and further without the need for a separate dual feed presser foot.  
Every sewist’s dream!

PERFECT EVEN FEEDING
Simply engage the Integrated Dual Feed technology, and it will feed fabric 
layers and quilt batting evenly from the top and bottom. Perfect for quilting, 
stretch fabrics, and any fabric that requires precise pattern matching. The 
sensor on the DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 machine will prompt you when it is 
best to engage or disengage the Integrated Dual Feed technology based on 
your fabric type and selected stitch.

MADE FOR SEWERS, BY SEWERS™
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PATENTED AND EXCLUSIVE  
STITCH TECHNIQUES
Customize any project with exclusive and patented stitch 
techniques that give your project dimensional elements 
that are effortless and irresistible: Pop-Up Stitches, Sequin 
Stitches, Appliqué Stitches, Yarn Stitches, Theme Stitches, 
and Laser Pictogram Stitches.

WIDE DECORATIVE STITCHES
Create an impact with 9mm standard width decorative 
stitches and side-motion stitches (up to 54mm) for any 
special project.

ONE-OF-A-KIND EMBROIDERIES
Create three-dimensional ribbon embroideries with the 
innovative, optional Ribbon Embroidery Attachment! The 
DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 sewing and embroidery machine 
is the first home embroidery machine in the industry with 
ribbon embroidery attachment capability!**

With the motorized, optional Ribbon Embroidery 
Attachment, your DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 sewing and 
embroidery machine will guide and embroider down ribbon 
in all directions.

MADE FOR SEWERS, BY SEWERS™



Experience the DESIGNER | EPIC™ 2 sewing and embroidery 
machine at your nearest HUSQVARNA® VIKING® retailer.

www.husqvarnaviking.com

**When compared to Brother Luminaire XP1, Bernina 880 Plus, Janome Memory Craft 15000.
^With optional DESIGNER™ Majestic Hoop

VIKING, DESIGNER, EPIC, MYSEWNET, QUICKDESIGN, MYSEWMONITOR, JOYOS ADVISOR, DELUXE, MADE FOR SEWERS BY SEWERS and EXCLUSIVE SENSOR SYSTEM are trademarks of  KSIN Luxembourg II, S.a.r.l. HUSQVARNA and the “H” Crown Device 

are trademarks of  Husqvarna AB and are used under license. © 2019 KSIN Luxembourg II, S.a.r.l. All rights reserved. Item Number 471065526.

Designed and Engineered in Sweden

• mySewnet™ Enabled – Cloud, Library, Blog, Apps, and More!
• Machine Notifications and Design Placement with mySewMonitor™ App
• Integrated Dual Feed Technology
• Interactive Tutorials, User’s Guide, Sewing Instructions and More with 

JoyOS ADVISOR™ Feature
• Adjustable Laser Sewing Guidance
• Large Working Area – More than 12” (310mm) to the Right of  the Needle
• Largest Height Under Sewing Head, 3” (77mm)
• Larger Bobbin
• Wide, Decorative 9mm Stitches
• Multi-Function Foot Control Capability
• Ergonomic Design
• Maximum Machine Stability
• Fully Automatic Needle Threader
• EXCLUSIVE SENSOR SYSTEM™ Technology
• Design Positioning
• Design Shaping
• Design Appliqué
• Embroider Buttonholes and Decorative Stitches in the Hoop
• On-Screen Embroidery Design Customizing
• Complimentary Computer Software Download
• Smart Save
• Automatic Jump Stitch Trim
• Two Basting Options for Embroidery
• Embroidery Speed up to 1,000 Stitches-Per-Minute

• Check Settings in Welcome to Embroidery Stitch-Out
• Over 840 Stitches up to 54mm Wide
• Exclusive, Patented Stitch Techniques
• 6 Sewing Alphabets
• Three Free-Motion Settings
• Stitch Positioning
• 37 Needle Positions
• Stitch Balance for Multi-Directional Stitches
• Perfetly Balanced Buttonholes
• Straight Stitch Plate and Sensor
• Customized Accessory Tray with Unique Compartments (presser feet in 

alphabetical order, straight stitch plate, and Sensor Buttonhole Foot)
• Two USB Ports
• Reads Multiple Design Formats
• Sew with Embroidery Unit Attached
• Three Embroidery Hoops Included
• Easy Access to Sewing Functions
• Top and Bobbin Thread Sensors
• Jam Proof  Rotary Hook
• Automatic Presser Foot Lift
• Tapering on Decorative Stitches
• Free-Motion Sewing with Decorative Stitches
• Four Hoop Positions
• Embroidery Unit Case and Soft Machine Cover Included

• Advanced mySewnet™ Library
• Best Machine Connectivity with the mySewnet™  Cloud
• Exclusive mySewnet™ Blog
• Automatic Wireless Machine Update
• Most Built-In Tutorials on Screen – JoyOS ADVISOR™

• Stabilizer and Accessory Guide on Screen
• Industry First Ribbon Embroidery Attachment Capability
• Most Front Fabric Feeding Segments
• Highest Needle Piercing Power
• 10.1” Capacititve Touch Tablet-Like Screen
• Tallest Working Area Height, over 5.5” (140mm)
• Brightest and Most Evenly Distributed Lighting
• Most Advanced Stitch Techniques

INNOVATIVE AND POWERFUL FEATURES INCLUDING:

BEST-IN-CLASS** FEATURES INCLUDING:
• Rubberized Handwheel
• Thread Portioning System – deLuxe™ Stitch System
• Largest Embroidery Area, up to 360 x 350mm^

• Most Built-In Specialty Embroidery Techniques
• Most Free-Motion Settings
• Unique Built-In Telescopic Thread Stand
• Lightest Machine in it’s Class
• Largest Stitchplate with Markings – up to 2 ½” (65mm) on Both Sides
• Bobbin Winding Through the Needle
• Longest Inch/Cm Ruler Printed on the Machine
• Free-Motion Sewing with Decorative Stitches

BEYOND EPIC™

HUSQVARNA® VIKING® DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 sewing and 
embroidery machine will take you beyond what you thought 
possible with the smartest connectivity in the home sewing  
machine industry.** Welcome to our world of  sewing!


